History – ES Major Checklist

**History requirements: 32 credits** * notes areas which can overlap with other requirements to reach 32

**Methods and research:**
- HIST 299 (pre-requisite one 200/300-level history class, take before senior year)
- HIST 401 (fall semester senior year)

400-level history seminar: ____________________________

**Geographic areas:**

Area 1 = ____________________________ (200 or 300) ____________________________ (200 or 300)
Area 2 = ____________________________ (200 or 300)

**History Electives:**
- HIST 231 or HIST 232  ____________________________

*Comparisons & Encounters: HIST 231 or HIST 232

*Premodern: ____________________________ (any level, see department list)

*Core Environmental History Courses:
- HIST 231 or HIST 232 (if you take both, write the other in below)
- ____________________________
- ____________________________

Possible core environmental courses in HIST, with geographic area indicated where applicable:

155, 205 [East Asia], 206 [Europe], 231, 232, 262 [US], 263 [Europe], 307, 355

**ES requirements: 25+ credits**

- ES 120
- ES 207 (pre-requisite ES 120, declared ES major, consent of instructor)
- ES 479 (taken senior year)

**ES humanities:** ____________________________

**ES natural/physical science:** ____________________________ (with lab) ____________________________ (different department)

**ES interdisciplinary** ____________________________

(note: to count as your ES interdisciplinary course, you must take HIST 307/ES 307 as ES 307. It will then not count as a history core course above)

**Senior assessment:** History field (written) exam, history-ES oral exam (topic must at least briefly touch on some aspect of environmental humanities and environmental science as well as history)

- Honors candidates take HIST 498 (3 credits) and ES 498 (1 credit), no history field exam.
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